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GENERAL SOURCES


Prussian Army


See early chaps for survey.


PRE-1815


Prussian Army


See also:
-Bibliographies on Frederick the Great in Biographies and Hessians in Revolutionary War-Forces.
1815-1914

Per.
Moltke's system in Franco-Prussian war.


Clemente, Steven E. For King and Kaiser! The Making of the Prussian Army Officer, 1860-1914.


Prussian Army

_____.


_____.


Vol. 2 – Infantry and Cavalry Helmets: Pickelhaube, Shako…Infantry and Cavalry Uniforms…Imperial Marine.


See also:

-Bibliographies on Franco-Prussian War in Germany-Pre-WWI; Helmuth von Moltke in Biographies;

AWC curricular material in Archives and personal papers of US Army officers w/pertinent contacts:

Tasker H. Bliss, Nelson A. Miles, S.B.M. Young

PRUSSIAN WAR COLLEGE & GENERAL STAFF


Bingham, T. A. "The Prussian Great General Staff and What it Contains that is Practical from an American Standpoint." Journal of the Military Service Institution of the US (1892): pp.666-76. Per


German General Staff historian used/misused C's concepts to create a warrior ethos.


See also:  
-Bibliographies on Staffs.